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Space engineers new planet

SUMMARY: New Planet: Triton Visual Scripting Tool update Frostbite Pack (Premium) Xbox News – Release April 15 Optimizations + Improved Controller Support for PC FAQ Version Hello, Engineers! Here we go with the first major update in 2020, I hope you will enjoy it. Review of the visual scripting tool This is the first review of the visual scripting tool
since March 2016. VST is used to create scripted scenarios would be our first jump or frostbite. It is provided to our players to allow them to create their own campaigns, stories and experience more complex than possible with modding and programmable blocks. Ui this tool has been reworked and major bugs in the Visual Scripting Tool, as well as the
scripting engine, have been fixed. In addition, there were many easy-to-use and quality of life features that were added, such as the startup workspace, running the script from the editor and migrating to WPF. Finally, there were improvements in stability and reliability, plus a splash screen and new icons were added. Start the workspace To make it easier to
start the tool, we have created a dialog called Start Workspace. It contains the most used ways to create or upload visual scripting project and makes all the settings for you. Use Execution Scenario directly from VST Undo / Redo UI preventing you from creating invalid script Verify compatibility of the hard connection type Graphics ported to WPF, dragging
and magnifying performance improvements Keyboard shortcuts For all New Delay node Local communication with running the Game World outliner Names of relevant suggested entities, triggers and IDs Options right-click for Search nodes through all their nodes and properties Improved code viewer with syntax highlighting and font node code search
function, Color and Properties Size World Outliner Create and delete crossings from VST Manage their folder structure Configure their visibility and freeze changes and signaling improvements ui and improvements New icons New Splashcreen Colored Connections We are very pleased to see what our community is doing with this powerful tool! The small
hydrogen tank The hydrogen tank has been added in Update 01.105, and we are pleased to announce that players will now be able to enjoy a small version of this block, Small Hydrogen Tank. Triton Planet A artisanal planet created for the Space Engineers community, which features a breathtaking snow-and-ice scenery that players can explore and build.
Weather Effects Scripted We are very lucky to have such a creative and driven modding community. I recently the opportunity to work closely with a member of this community, incredibly talentedJakaria. The result is Scripted Weather, which you can now experience in the new Frostbite scenario! Our new Frostbite mission first features scripted space
engineers! Scripted weather can be run from command Anyone with creative rights (or Admin) can activate it. We'd love to hear your feedback on Scripted Weather! Similar to our previous major versions, we have decided to give you an opportunity to support the further development of space engineers. We have created a package consisting of cosmetic
elements and the Frostbite scenario designed to enrich the visual play. None of the things in the package bring any advantage to the players who purchase this DLC. The price of the Frostbite package is $3.99 USD, or your steam regional equivalent, so if you want to support us, see the Frostbite Package. The package includes the following elements:
Frostbite Scenario Antenna Antenna 6 Dead Engineer Models Gate Offset Door Frozen Armor Skin 7 LCD Posters Frostbite Scenario You are a member of a rescue crew who has been commissioned by a mysterious customer to acquire something extremely valuable (still unknown) on Triton. Play alone or with up to four players; Explore this month's frigid
landscape and remarkable architecture and overcome many engineering challenges as you discover the secrets of this world. The script gives you more hours of play. Please note that the frostbite scenario is only in English. Dead Engineers Antenna Dish Gate Frozen Armor Skin Offset Doors LCD Posters All items in the packaging are cosmetic only. We'll
be more than happy if you send us screenshots of how you used the items in the in-game package. We will post the most creative on our social media. We would also like to thank several members of the Space Engineers community who have contributed voice-over recordings to the new Frostbite scenario: Q: Why are you launching another DLC? A:
Releasing another DLC gives us the opportunity to explore new ideas and provide a more unique content that the community wants. We are very pleased to introduce you to the new DLC Frostbite. All players will be able to interact with the blocks, but only those who own the package will be able to build them. In addition, all players will have access to the
new planet, Triton, but only those who purchase the Frostbite Package will be able to play the new scenario. Q: Should we expect now that we get a new DLC every three months? A: Free and paid content versions support the continued development of space engineers, as well as bringing new things into play. All paid DLCs are not paid to win, but rather
cosmetics. We believe this is the right way to bring interesting content into the game and maintain game improvement. Q: Can we expect some special promotions in the future? A: We are always looking at new ways to bring Space Engineers to a wider audience. Special promotions are good opportunities for We have a number of interesting promotions
planned for the future that includes both game and DLC content! The Xbox One version of Space Engineers will be released on April 15. You can find more about it in my other blog post, but you can already pre-order the game now and you will have access to the game four days before the official release. We're also running the public quiz in March, so stay
tuned for more news! PC players will also benefit from the massive optimizations that our team has performed on the Xbox version, especially dedicated server users who play in a great world. All optimizations are released on the PC version in one of the future versions. Here are some interesting numbers I'd like to share with you. Before Optimizations - The
graph shows the metrics for the Mission 3 campaign – Ruined Camp, on the old Xbox on the original version (unoptimized) code. The green line represents the speed of sim 1.0. After Optimizations - The graph above from the same campaign on the same Xbox kit, but runs on an optimized code version. The game runs over 5 times faster than before. This
was possible thanks to the enormous work of our team that did a wonderful job! Our store has many models to choose from and is easy to use. We plan to launch the Xbox One version of the game and then continue with major updates for the PC version of Space Engineers. If you like this update, please consider writing a review. Looking at our future plans,
our main focus will be the Xbox One version of Space Engineers. If you are interested in working on awesome games like Space Engineers, we would love to hear from you! Please note that although we prefer candidates who can live and work in Prague, Czech Republic, we are open to working remotely with candidates applying for leadership positions.
Thank you for reading this blog! Best, Marek Rosa CEO, Creative Director, Founder at Keen Software House CEO, CTO, Founder of GoodAI For more news: Space Engineers: www.SpaceEngineersGame.com Keen Software House: www.keenswh.com Medieval Engineers: www.MedievalEngineers.com GoodAI: www.GoodAI.com General AI Challenge:
www.General-AI-Challenge.org Bio Personnel: Marek Rosa is CEO and CTO of GoodAI, a general artificial intelligence company R&amp;D, and CEO and founder of Keen Software House, an independent gaming development studio, best known for the best selling space engineers (4 million copies sold). Both companies are based in Prague, Czech
Republic. Marek has been interested in artificial intelligence since childhood. He began his career as a programmer, but later moved on to a leading role. After the success of Keen Software House titles, Marek was able to personally finance GoodAI, its new general AI research company that builds artificial intelligence on a human level. GoodAI started in
January 2014 and has more than 30 researchers, engineers and consultants working within its research and enforcement teams. At the moment, Marek is developing Space Engineers, as well as leading daily research and on recursive self-improvement based on general architecture AI - Badger. For the 3D astronomy program and the game engine, see
SpaceEngine. Space EngineersDeveloper(s)Keen Software HousePublisher(s)Keen Software HouseComposer(s)Karel AntonínEngineVRAGE 2.0Platform(s)Microsoft WindowsXbox One[1]ReleaseWindowsFebruary 28, 2019Xbox OneApril 15, 2020[2]Gen(e)Sandbox, simulationMode(s)Single-player, multiplayer Space Engineers is a voxel-based sandbox
game set in space and on planets. It was developed and published by independent developer Keen Software House in the Czech Republic. In 2013, the initial development launch of the game joined the early Steam access program. In the following years of active development, Space Engineers sold more than one million units. In total, in 2019, the game
sold over 3.5 million copies[3][4] In May 2015, for about a year and a half, the game's source code was officially available and maintained by KSH to help the modding community. [5] [6] On December 15, 2016, the game entered Beta and was officially released on February 28, 2019. Gameplay Screenshot of the game that demonstrates the addition of new
components to an existing structure. An astronaut who extracts an asteroid for resources using a hand-view from the first person in the cockpit of a small ship. The gameplay of space engineers begins with selecting the player or joining a world with specific settings, such as the number of asteroids and the starting equipment available. When you create or
edit a world, several advanced options are available to change how the player will interact with the world and how the worlds will appear. This includes changing the speed at which more tools and machines will operate, the size of the player's inventory and whether the procedural generation will be used (effectively making the world infinite). After confirming
the world settings, a charging screen appears while the world is generated. This screen consists of a random screenshot in the game as a background, the game logo, an animated upload icon and a randomly selected message in the center. The message can be either a useful game clue, or one of the many quotes about space, science, and/or engineering.
Many of these quotes are from notable scientists, such as Isaac Newton, Galileo Galilei, Albert Einstein, and authors, such as Arthur C. Clarke. Once in the game, the player is given control of a single astronaut (called Space Engineer) and a set of instruments comprising a drill, a welder and a grinder (if the tool roe is turned on). Construction begins by
choosing any block from the Engineer's inventory and placing it anywhere in open space to create a new voxel grid. Additional blocks can then added to this grid to create a structure. Each block occupies a different amount of space and can serve a structural, functional, interactive and/or aesthetically aesthetic space Armor blocks, the most basic and
common of all blocks, can be realistically damaged and warped by collisions or the use of weapons. [7] [8] Some blocks have keyboards attached, which can be used to view and manipulate the status of other specific blocks attached to the structure. To be functionally connected however, and to carry materials, blocks called conveyors must be used to
connect the desired machines. Functional blocks require electricity, which can be supplied by solar panels or nuclear reactors attached to the same structure. While reactors must be powered by uranium, and produce large amounts of energy while active, solar panels will continuously produce low power when there is a view line to the sun. Once produced,
the energy is automatically distributed throughout the structure and can also be stored in batteries. Three types of structures are available: small ships, large ships and stations. The player can switch between placing small and large block sizes; Placing a small variant of a block will create a small ship, while placing a large variant will create a large ship. If a
large block is placed in such a way as to intersect the land voxels (such as an asteroid or a planetary surface), a station is created. Stations use the same blocks as large ships and can be converted into large ships by disconnecting them from the ground (although a global setting can be changed to allow non-anchored stations). The size, resource
requirements and availability of blocks depend on the type of structure to which they are attached. Small ships do not allow large blocks, such as assemblies or refineries, while large ships and stations cannot use gatling guns, instead using gatling turrets or AI-controlled missiles. Blocks attached to a small ship are considerably smaller and require fewer
resources than those attached to ships or large stations (for example, light armor requires 25 steel plates on a station, but only one on a small ship). Vessels can be deliberately moved and rotated by a player as long as they are powered and have at least one gyroscope, thruster and cockpit. In order to be able to move in any direction and then be able to
effectively stop by inertia dampers, the thrusters must be placed on the structure facing up, down, forward, backward, left and right. More gyroscopes on a ship will increase the ability of ships to rotate in space, but for inertial dampers to be more efficient, more thrusters must be added in each direction in which damping is required. Astronauts floating in
space are able to move forward, backward, up, down, left or right, without using a jetpack. They are also able to rotate clockwise or counterclockwise. Astronauts and structures can turn inertial dampers on or off, which automatically attempt to reduce the speed to zero when the force is not and the necessary thrusters are installed. If the player disables their
jetpack in a gravitational field (either on the surface of a planet or a structure/asteroid with a gravity generator), the movement is limited to a plane perpendicular to the direction of the field net gravity (s). The vertical viewing angle is also limited between −90 and 90 degrees, as in most first-person shooters. Vessels and structures shall not be affected by
gravity generators unless they are equipped with at least one block of artificial mass. If the player falls off a structure while in a gravitational field, they will fall into space until outside the gravity generator range, at which point the player's jetpack will automatically activate. However, if the player touches their feet to an asteroid or structure with no gravity
present, their mag-boots will allow them to walk on his surface and even around the edges; although jumping will disconnect the player from the surface, and they can not cross the 90 degree angle between a floor and wall. Several types of cargo ships can spawn randomly and fly around the world, which can be hijacked by the player or harvested for
components. Some of these cargo ships are trapped to explode when the player tries to requisition them, and are sometimes armed with hostile combat turrets or missiles. All objects that can be placed can be colored before placement using a slider-based graphical interface. The player can manipulate the hue, saturation and color value to produce a very
wide spectrum of colors. There are 14 slots where new colors can be saved for later use in the same world. Colors can also be changed after the blocks have been placed by clicking the middle mouse button while hovering over a block on the Color Picker GUI. Asteroids and planets are currently fixed in space and cannot move, but rocks/minerals that have
been mined are subject to gravity and will react accordingly. Asteroids also do not currently have the gravity associated with them, and can come in several basic forms, including spherical, tore, and rod-forms, as well as other variations or combinations thereof. Creative mode In creative mode, players are able to give birth to unlimited resources, can
instantly build tools and blocks, and are invincible. [9] Some construction tools, such as symmetry mode and copying and pasting ships, are only available in this way. Players are also able to build and manipulate asteroids or planets using a tool known as Voxel Hands. Although resources are available for collection and they are not necessary to create new
ships or stations. Creative mode was originally the only available mode in the game. This mode eliminates the survival aspect of the game, allowing players to implement ideas faster and easier. Survival Mode In survival mode, players must mine, collect and refine various chemical elements from asteroids and in order to craft instruments, weapons, and
blocks, as well as produce electricity. Resources can be operated manually by means of a manual drill or by using ships with the necessary equipment. Components are produced by assembling them from raw materials; however, they can also be harvested by rescuing cargo vessels. To avoid death, players must monitor their health, energy and oxygen
levels. Damage can be caused to the player by collisions, weapons, contact with thrusters, meteor showers or by remaining the energy of the space suit. Collisions at higher speeds lead to more damage. As the acceleration value of the gravitational generators stacks, the damage caused by the fall can be much more dangerous when they are multiple gravity
generating assets. A player's health and energy can be restored using a medical room block, and energy can also be fed by sitting in the cockpit of any powered structure. Development of survival began in late summer 2013. [10] Materials and Objects In the game's survival mode, all actions, including self-survival due to the power requirements of the space
suit's life support system, depend on the collection and refining of certain minerals. These minerals can be found on asteroids or planets, looted from randomly replicated ships or recovered from unknown signals. Raw materials are extracted from ore deposits on asteroids, and are then placed (or sent using a transport system) to a base refinery or refinery to
refine them for use in assemblies. Refined materials are formed into different components of the assembler, which can then be used in the construction of ships or stations. Inventories and storage inventories in space engineers are very flexible and operate in a manner of the entire ship, rather than in an individual one. All inventories connected to a ship can
be viewed from any access panel on the same ship, however stocks must be connected by conveyors and conveyor tubes for the elements to be transferred between them. Refinery and assembly inventories will automatically require items to refine from connected stocks when they become low and send items to an inventory available when they fill up. The
transport sorter allows the automatic disposal and sorting of stocks in and in certain inventories. Instead of a common slot system, Space Engineers uses a volumetric system, measured in litres, each item having a certain amount of volume and each inventory a certain capacity that it cannot exceed. Planets Planets Space Engineers was released on
November 12, 2015, after being in development in February 2015. There are several types of planets, themed by Earth, Moon, Mars, Titan, Europe, and an alien planet. [11] All of these present procedurally generated pirate bases that generate hostile spacecraft. Extraterrestrial planets are with Sabiroids, six-foot hostile, spider-like, spider-like npcs, Earth-like
planet presents wolves, NPC hostile as dogs. Planets are somewhat resource-rich, although extracting useful products from the surface can be difficult. Resources are widespread, and due to planetary gravity and the inefficiency of ion engines in the atmosphere, the player must build alternatives to the ground. Atmospheric flight is possible even on worlds
with oxygen-deprived atmospheres. To leave a planet, the player will need to use hydrogen engines with sufficient fuel or build a hybrid spacecraft with atmospheric engines (for take-off) and ion engines (upper atmosphere in space). Hybrid surface-to-orbit craft are considerably heavier than their counterparts only in space, but can be built compact enough to
fit in a standard hangar. Unknown signals On August 17, 2017, unknown signals were added to survival mode. These signals occur randomly within a certain player range, and indicate the position of a small probe through a GPS coordinate and a repeating tone. Each probe contains components and can be disassembled, preventing the player from facing
dead end situations where they do not have the components to produce the basic machines that are essential for the construction of components and other machines, effectively preventing a catch-22. Each probe also has a button, which when pressed has a chance to reward the player with a collectible leather, similar to a box of loot. The skin can be for the
character's player helmet, suit, boots, or tools, and can be traded or sold on Steam Market. Each skin can be obtained free of charge in the game, except for three sets: The Veteran Set, which was awarded to players who held the game before and played between August and September 2017; The Medieval set, which is awarded to players who also own
medieval engineers; and Golden Set, which is awarded to players who purchase Space Engineers Deluxe Edition. Economic Update On August 22, 2019, the Economy Update was launched, adding NPC trading stations, NPC factions, a faction reputation system and faction icons. Frostbite Update On March 19, 2020, The Frostbite Update was released for
Space Engineers, adding a new planet (Triton), the Frostbite scenario, and the Frostbite DLC. Sparks of the Future Update On June 24, 2020, Sparks of the Future Update was released for Space Engineers adding Global Automatic Weather to planets, and sci-fi visuals in a decorative DLC package. Wasteland Update On November 25, 2020, Wasteland
Update was released for Space Engineers adding a new planet (Pertam), the Scrap Race scenario, and DLC Wasteland. Screenshot development set game that demonstrates the effects of a collision between two ships. Space Engineers was developed and published by indie video game developer Keen Software House based in the Czech Republic.
Implemented as a voxel-based Game set in an asteroid field in space, built on their own game engine, VRAGE 2. [12] Its basic characteristic is the volumetricity of the environment. Volumetric objects are structures composed of block modules interconnected in a grid and match the scale of the player's character. Volumetric objects behave like real physical
objects with mass, inertia and speed. Individual modules have actual volume and storage capacity and can be assembled, disassembled, deformed and repaired or destroyed. The pre-release Pre-release Alpha Build was released on October 23, 2013 on Steam, featuring a creative single-player module. On February 24, 2014, the company announced that
Space Engineers had sold more than 250,000 copies in four months. [13] On March 24, 2014, Keen Software House announced that two key milestones had been reached in the development of Space Engineers: Survival mode and multiplayer. [14] Content updates and game bug fixes are released weekly. [4] On October 20, 2014, Keen Software House
announced that the game had sold over 1,000,000 copies. [15] On January 13, 2015, the studio announced its second engineering game, Medieval Engineers, a sand game about engineering, construction and maintenance of architectural works and mechanical equipment using medieval technology. [16] On May 14, 2015, the source code was made
available to the public free of charge on GitHub[5][6][17] to allow for easier modding. [18] In February 2016, several parts of the game's source code were released. [19] Updates to the public code store were discontinued at the end of 2016. Full-release Space Engineers officially launched early on February 28, 2019. The Survival Renovation Update was
also released on February 28, 2019. Reception Space Engineers won indieDB's 4th Best Indie Game award of 2013,[3] an honorable mention in Indie of the Year 2014[20] and first place in Indie of the Year 2015. [21] References ^ Marek Rosa. Marek Rosa - blog dev. marekrosa.org. ^ Wales, Matt (20 February 2020). The long-awaited Xbox One space
engineers finally arrive in April. Eurogamer. February 22, 2020. ^ a b Indie of The Year 2013 feature. Indie DB. ^ a b News. Space engineers. ^ a b O'Connor, Alice (May 15, 2015). Space engineers share the source code. Stone, paper, rifle. June 16, 2015. ^ a b Rosa, Marek (May 14, 2015). Space Engineers – full access to source code, total changes and
$100,000 background. marekrosa.org June 16, 2015. Today we have a very important announcement for our modders and our community. We have decided to give you 100% complete access to the source code of space engineers. This comes as a continuation of our decision to give more freedom to modders and community. ^ Space Engineers is a
physical sand about creation and destruction. PC Gamer. ^ Hands On With Space Engineers - Rock, Paper, Shotgun. Shotgun. ^ Features. Space engineers. ^ Marek Rosa. Marek Rosa - blog dev. marekrosa.org. ^ Space Engineers. Keen Software House. ^ About, spaceengineersgame.com ^ Space Engineers has Sold Over 250K Copies, Version
01.019.010 Now Available. dsogaming.com. ^ Space Engineers - Survival Mode and Milestones Multiplayer Atted (Press Release). Gamasutra. ^ Space Engineers Reaches one million copies sold (press release). Gamasutra. ^ Keen Software House announces Medieval Engineers, the studio's second title as an engineer! (Press release). Gamasutra. ^
SpaceEngineers on github.com ^ Eula.txt on KeenSoftwareHouse/SpaceEngineers Source code and art assets should not be confused with free software, an open source in an activist free software cartel, copy-left software or the public domain. All source code and art assets remain copyrighted and licensed by KEEN SWH LTD. and you are only allowed to
use them (modify, modify, do a derivative, distribute, etc.) only under the following conditions. [...] use this source code only for developing mods for space engineers. (2015) ^ Space Engineers News: Full Source Code Access with Planets + DX9 Changes on marekrosa.org (February 2016) ^ Indie of the Year 2014 - Players Choice feature. Indie DB.
December 24, 2016. ^ Players Choice - Indie of the Year 2015 feature. Indie DB. December 24, 2016. External Links Official Site Source Code – No longer maintained Space Engineers Wiki Taken from
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